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Scalable. Secure. Easy.

Supercharge your continuous delivery pipeline by fully automating analysis of millions of PurePaths™ across multiple deployments--using 
enhanced PurePath problem pattern detection based on extended time and deployment information. You get instant feedback on common 
issues, minimizing the chance of quality degradation.

Deep insights into every visit and action from the user perspective no matter which device type or browser, including W3C metrics and JavaScript 
error diagnostics.

Useful information on full method hotspots, exceptions and database diagnostics from PurePath in the WebUI that opens up the power of 
Dynatrace to everyone in your company and fosters collaboration.

What’s in it for me?

Fact-based collaboration between teams  
for fast problem resolution

Share relevant data across departments 
without limits using dashboards:  
out-of-the-box or employ powerful,  
easy customization

Deep database insights for Oracle (including 
Oracle RAC), Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL 
and IBM DB2

High transaction volume that scales  
with your business

Dynatrace AppMon provides end-to-end insight from user interaction 
down to the server call for every transaction, in real time, plus detects and 
diagnoses problems automatically.

Dynatrace Application Monitoring
Amazing WebUI and embedded expertise

The teamwork between the development team, 
operations, and the vendor is something difficult 
to do without Dynatrace in place.” 

— Edson Bagio, Project Manager, Whirlpool

Here at Pandora we’re all about the user experience, so performance is 
extremely important. Dynatrace helps me to benchmark to make sure 
that everyone is meeting our SLA... and allows me to speak the [same] 
language with the engineering teams I’m working with.” 

— Michelle Mangum, Technical Lead,  
Pandora Ad Ops

Know the flow and details of any transaction.

http://dynatrace.com
https://twitter.com/Dynatrace
https://www.facebook.com/Dynatrace/?fref=ts


Dynatrace has redefined how you monitor today’s digital ecosystems. AI-powered, full stack and completely automated, it’s the only solution that provides answers,  
not just data, based on deep insight into every user, every transaction, across every application. The world’s leading brands, including, 72 of the Fortune 100,  
trust Dynatrace to optimize customer experiences, innovate faster and modernize IT operations with absolute confidence.

Learn more at dynatrace.com

  @Dynatrace     fb.com/dynatrace
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Support for the broadest range of technologies

AWS AzureAndriod Cloud Foundry

OpenShift VM Ware

Docker

OpenStackNode.js Oracle Cloud Sharepoint

Hyper-V iOS JavaDC/OS

Mesos .NET

Continued improvements
With amazing WebUI, sharable dashboards, automatic analysis of millions of PurePaths, W3C, high transaction volume, and capabilities for 
collaboration without limits, AppMon continues to deliver amazing APM—from intelligent communications to deep dives.

Dynatrace Digital Performance Platform — it‘s digital business…transformed.

Successfully improve your user experiences, launch new initiatives with confidence, reduce operational complexity and go to market faster 
than your competition. With the world’s most complete, powerful and flexible digital performance platform for today’s digital enterprises, 
Dynatrace has you covered.

Note: this fact sheets shows AppMon 2017 May (v. 7.0) release. See the Release Notes for lots more information.

And more at dynatrace.com/technologies/
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